THE BIG ARGUMENT

Jj has three amazing and cool friends that he really likes. His friends’ names are Harry, Deji and Simon, they are all best friends and they all love chicken. Jj is a good looking guy, he has dark skin, wears a shirt that says ‘tank’ and a hat that also says ‘tank’. He loves red Converse and he loves wearing Trackies because it suits his style. Also he does awesome videos on Youtube.

Jj’s friend Harry is a Youtuber. He loves what he does and Jj does too and that’s how they became friends. They can’t stop watching Youtube and that’s why they like each other.

Simon met Jj before Harry and Deji did. They grew up together and they bond very well, they know each other’s personalities and they live right next to each other even though they’re really close friends.

Deji’s the youngest in the group. He acts like a little child and Jj likes what Deji does and that’s how they became awesome friends and Deji’s laugh is so funny that Jj just loves it.

All Jj’s friends love chicken and their favourite place is KFC. KFC has some orange bricks that reflect the sun and also the glass door is transparent. They love it because of the fresh smell of the chicken. It reminds them of heaven, just eating chicken and they think it’s the best thing that’s ever been created. Also the boys love the sign KFC so much that when they see it they will drool like a baby.

They’re madly in love with their cooking that they think they are master chefs and one day they imagine they’re just cooking chicken and they smell the greatness of the chicken. They just love the building and think that the whole restaurant is theirs to keep. Jj and Simon love how loud the road is because they always walk to KFC.
and memorize the lovely sound of loudness that swirls around their ears.

Now they are in the restaurant and Jj and Simon hate how the customers talk so loud. They all love the chicken because they think KFC is the most amazing restaurant in England. They were ordering their food and they ordered a family feast. When they got their food Harry wasn’t eating and Jj said “Eat your chicken Harry” in a high, happy voice.

Then Harry yelled in a dinosaur voice and said “NO I HATE KFC!!”

After everyone in the restaurant looked at Harry and Jj, Jj said in a low, weak, upset voice “But you said you liked chicken.”

Then Jj sadly ran away and the customers felt really bad for Jj. Then Jj was crying like rain falling and Deji and Simon came and tried to cheer Jj up but his sadness was really powerful to overcome.

Deji and Simon could feel that pain that Jj had. Jj said “Don’t worry guys, I am going to be fine, I will be better soon” in a sad baby voice and went home.

During the next few weeks Jj was watching tv and was eating a chicken burger with enjoyable salad, tomato, hash brown and a refreshing cold relaxing water. Jj was trying not to remember how Harry had hurt him. Suddenly Harry felt bad and Jj had not been talking to Harry for two weeks.

Then Deji and Simon came over and took Jj to the cinema so that Jj could stop staying around in his messy house and enjoy himself at the cinema. Then Jj saw Harry and Harry ran up to him and Jj said before Harry could have a chance to talk “Leave me alone” in a serious confident voice.
After Jj went to the movies Deji and Simon said in a betrayed voice “You lied to all of us.”

Jj, Deji and Simon were watching a really scary movie that makes your heart and body shake so badly you won’t feel what you’re doing. It’s called ‘Scary Jump’. Jj was so scared he was holding his popcorn like he was hugging a huge, furry, big teddy bear. All of a sudden Harry called. Jj didn’t want to answer him but Jj gave Harry a chance and he answered. Harry apologised and said “I am sorry, I know I shouldn’t have yelled at you and said I hate chicken. I just didn’t want to be sad and I got really angry and have been stressed lately. So can we meet tomorrow at the ice cream fair that we used to go to, okay?”

Then Jj accepted his apology and he said he’s coming. The next day Jj was walking to the ice cream fair and waited for Harry for about two minutes and Harry said “You came!!” in a very loud, happy voice. Jj’s face was a bored, normal, calm face. Harry bought Jj’s favourite ice cream, bannana split. All of a sudden Jj was smiling “Fine let’s be friends again” in a friendly, nice, happy way.

Harry and Jj left in a happy and childish way.
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